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Dave wants to know.

Out Ethics, Today at 12:15 AM #11

Would have to agree. When asked simple questions, Kevin goes off on raging HATE
filled tirades that have no factual basis. I wonder if his mother approves of his conduct.
Or Mike Rinder for that matter. 

"When the going gets tough, pit bulls bring in scientologists." ~ David Miscavige, October
1993

Dave95694 said: ↑

Patron with Honors
Red Valiant

Proof positive you are OSA!

Red Valiant, 39 minutes ago #12

Once again, I don't know what you and Alanzo are talking about. WHO are these "antis"
you keep fighting with? I'm interested in finding out who you guys are fighting with.

Dave95694 said: ↑

Gold Meritorious
Patron

Bill

Because I understand Alanzos point, that some anti-scientologists act like the people they are
opposed to.

Bill, 36 minutes ago #13

 Thanks x 2 List

Tom Padgett - you and Allen T Stanfield have a lot in common. Dishonest. Don't pay
debts back.

This is from your court case and is public record:

(d) The identity of any security 

Tom Padgett Answer: Visa Card (Tom), Sioux Falls, S.D., $2,819.83, family 
purchases.
Central Bank (Tom), Lexington, Kentucky, personal line 

Red Valiant said: ↑

Out Ethics Ex Ethics
Officer
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